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Erasmus testimonial – Tom Williard - University of Applied Sciences, Kaiserslautern, Germany 

My Erasmus semester abroad in Split was an incredible opportunity and experience that exceeded all 

my expectations. I´ve been to Croatia many times before, but I´ve never been in this beautiful city in 

Dalmatia. It has a lot to offer when it comes to sightseeing and other activities in and around Split and 

is one of the loveliest places I´ve ever been. The people are very nice and friendly, and they really 

follow their POMALO lifestyle. With the fantastic ESN Team here in Split we had many trips around 

whole southern Croatia that you´ll never forget. From the Krka Waterfalls, Plitvice Lakes, cities like 

Zadar or Sibenik and weekly parties and events it felt like a semester on vacation. And don´t forget to 

visit the stunning islands in front of Split! And please go on the CEE Festival – it´s worth it   . When 

you get all the organisational stuff done and are lucky finding a good apartment you´ll definitely enjoy 

your stay! 

You´ll get to meet so many open and friendly (party-) people that like to meet others and you´ll 

definitely find a lot of friends you´ll see so often that you become like a family. There was no day 

without someone wanting to go for a coffee or a beach party under the week :D 

The university itself is divided into different Departments and Faculties. I studied at the Department 

of Professional Studies and hat two classes at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FESB). The 

professors and people responsible for Erasmus students are very nice, helpful and relax and it never 

was a burden to do something as they gave us a lot of free time while still learning something. They 

really cared about making our time in Split as pleasant as possible. 

I can only recommend a semester abroad to everyone. I never was that outgoing before, but this 

experience changes people and gifts you unforgettable memories and new friends from around the 

world! 
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